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ABSTRACT

Aim: To report the epidemiological, clinical and therapeutic aspects of chronic category III prostatitis.

Patients and Methods: This was a retrospective study from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015, collating all patient files that were followed for chronic prostatitis / chronic pelvic pain syndrome (CP / CPPS). We focused on the following parameters: Patients’ status, history of acute urethritis, psychological disposition, duration of symptoms, prostatorrhea, NIH score (pain, urinary signs, quality of life), other symptoms and associated disorders (Erectile dysfunction, ejaculation disorder, haematospermia, couple infertility), the given treatments and their results.

Results: The average age was 42.4 ± 14 years. Chronic prostatitis concerned all age groups of adult men. We found that the married were most affected by chronic prostatitis (54%). Anxiety was noted in 22 patients. Symptom duration ranged from 3 months to 10 years. Urinary problems were the most frequent reasons for consultation; (86%). The pain was reported in more than two-thirds of patients (68%). Other reasons for consultation were prostatorrhea, erectile dysfunction, ejaculation disorders and primary infertility. Suspicious prostatic induration was in 8 patients. The Cyto-Bacteriological Examination of the Urine (CBEU) was negative in all the patients as well as the spermocultures that were realized. Ultrasound of the urinary tract showed prostatic hypertrophy in 12 patients, prostate calcifications in 9 patients and a significant post-voiding residue (100cc) in 13 patients. The antibiotic, anti-inflammatory and alpha-blocking combination was the most common treatment used with our patients (86%). Thirteen (13) patients underwent surgical treatment after no improvement in urinary symptoms after medical treatment. Cure was achieved only in one-third of the patients. However, an improvement in symptoms was observed in half of the patients.

Conclusion: CP/CPPS is an uncommon condition in our practice, difficult to manage, sometimes requiring multidisciplinary care.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic prostatitis is an inflammation of the prostate gland usually of infectious origin (bacterial or non-bacterial). More than 90% of patients with chronic prostatic disease belong to category III. It is defined as a genitourinary pelvic pain without bacteria evolving for at least three months sometimes associated with voiding and sexual disorders, inflammatory (category IIIA) or not (category IIIB) [1]. Although chronic prostatitis is a better known pathology thanks to the work of the US-NIH (United States-National Institute of Health) [2]. Its Diagnosis and treatment remain difficult, and often the hope of a complete and final recovery requires a sustained courage and patience from both the doctor and the patient. The objective of the study was to report the epidemiological, clinical and therapeutic aspects of chronic category III prostatitis.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

The study focused on the records of 119 patients who were monitored for prostatitis from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Fifty (50) patients who had clinical signs related to Class III prostatitis (non-bacterial chronic prostatitis) were included in our study. It is defined as a genitourinary pelvic pain without bacteria evolving for at least three months sometimes associated with voiding and sexual disorders, inflammatory or not. There may be the presence or absence of leukocytes in prostatic secretions, of urine collected after prostatic massage or that of sperm. Patients whose bacteriological analysis (Cyto-Bacteriological Examination of the Urines, Spermoculture and prostatic massage) has isolated germes, those who had no lesions of prostatitis, those who had no lesions of sperm. Patients whose bacteriological analysis was done via Excel 2010 software.

We conducted a retrospective study and were interested in the following parameters: age of patients, marital status, psychological disposition (anxiety, depression, stress), Duration of symptoms; Prostatorrhea (The flow of prostatic secretion at the end of urination), NIH (National Institute of Health) score (pain, urinary signs, quality of life), other symptoms and associated disorders (Erectile dysfunction, ejaculation disorder, haematospermia, couple infertility); The information of the rectal examination, the paraclinical examinations (Cyto-Bacteriological examination of Urines, spermoculture, PSA-Prostate Specific Antigen-level, ultrasound of the urinary tract) and the given treatments. The treatment included hygiene-dietetic measures (proscription of spicy foods), psychological support, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, antibiotics with good prostatic diffusion (fluoroquinolones, macrolides), and uro-blockers-selective (Doxazosin, Alfusosine) for all patients who urinary symptoms. The prescription of Benzodiazepines was done in anxiety patients. A removal of the cervico-prostatic pathway by conventional surgery was performed in patients with bladder control. The criteria for evaluating the results were improvement of the symptoms (pain, prostatorrhea, erectile dysfunction) evaluated verbally, voiding disorders (International Prostatic Symptom Score). Sustained patient satisfaction was considered a cure. Lack of improvement or aggravation of symptoms was considered a failure. The statistical analysis was done via Excel 2010 software.

RESULTS

Thus thirty-seven (37) patients presented clinical signs of chronic prostatitis. Thirteen (13) patients had lower urinary tract disorders associated with an increase in total PSA and chronic prostatitis was confirmed during prostate biopsy. The average age was 42.4 ± 14 years. Chronic prostatitis concerned all age groups of adult men. The age group between 20 and 30 was the most represented (Figure 1). We found that married men were the most affected (54%). Four (4) patients reported antecedents of urethritis. Anxiety was noted in 22 patients. Symptom duration ranged from 3 months to 10 years. Urinary problems were the most frequent reasons for consultation, (86%). Pain was reported in more than two-thirds of patients (68%). It was perineal, hypogastric, penile. Thirteen percent (13%) of patients reported post-coital pain that ranged from 5 minutes to several hours. Other reasons for consultation are reported in the table 1. Suspicious prostatic induration was diagnosed in 8 patients who subsequently had prostatic biopsy.
The Cyto-Bacteriological Examination of the Urine (CBEU) was negative in all the patients as well as the spermocultures that were performed. The PSA was greater than 5 ng/ml in 13 patients, and the average was 4.33 ± 1.15 ng/ml. The histological analysis of the biopsies revealed an aspect in favor of a CP. Ultrasound of the urinary tract showed prostatic hypertrophy in 12 patients, prostate calcifications in 9 patients and a significant post-voiding residual (100cc) in 13 patients.

The antibiotic, anti-inflammatory and alpha-blocking combination was the treatment most used in our patients (86%). Thirteen (13) patients underwent surgical treatment. Cure was achieved in one third of the patients (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION

The prevalence of prostatitis is about 5 to 9% of the general male population [3]. In Africa in general and in Senegal particularly, there have been no epidemiological studies on chronic prostatitis. The average age of the patients was 42.4 ± 14 years. The age group between 20 and 30 was the most represented. PC/CPPS affects youth more in our regions. In fact, 66% of our patients were under 50 years of age. Diao, et al. [4] had reported an average age of 31.82 years. This predominance of young people could be explained by the frequencies of sexually transmitted diseases which can lead to chronic prostatitis during their evolution. However, 4 patients reported antecedents of urethritis in our study. The opposite trend was reported by Mehik, et al. [5].

Chronic Prostatitis (CP) was more common in married men. Several studies have attempted to establish the link between prostatitis and the frequency of sexual intercourse. They reported that the risk of prostatitis was lower among unmarried and divorced compared to married men. Indeed, it is attributed to germs that could be found in the female genitalia [5]. Collins and Coll reported that men who ejaculate more often are more likely to develop prostatitis [6]. However, Wallner, et al. [7] observed an inverse relationship between the frequency of sexual intercourse and the risk of CP. Therefore, they think that ejaculation would be a protective factor in preventing congestion of the spermatic pathways that promote prostate infection.

Psychological factors may also play an important role in the etiology of Chronic Prostatites and Chronic Pelvic Pain Syndromes (PC/CPPS), and patients must have supportive psychotherapy [8]. Wallner, et al. [7] showed in a population of black Americans that the number of stressful events in life and emotional stress were linked to a risk of prostatitis. In our study, anxiety was noted in 22 patients (44%). It is known that stress is an important factor in the development of infection in general but it is difficult to say whether stress is a response to the announcement of the diagnosis of prostatitis or whether the infection is favored by stress [9]. In addition, the results of the "Health Professionals Follow-up" study [6] agree with those of Wallner, et al. [7]. It revealed that men who reported stress at home or at work had an increase of 1.2 to 1.5 times the risk of prostatitis.

Symptom duration ranged from 3 months to 10 years. By definition, PC/CPPS is genitourinary pelvic pain without bacteria that has been evolving for at least three months, sometimes associated with urinary and sexual disorders, inflammatory (IIIA) or non-inflammatory (IIIB), depending on the presence or absence of leukocytes in Expressed Prostatic Secretion (EPS), Voided Bladder 3 (VB3) or in sperm [10]. Diao, et al. [4] reported an average duration of 31.5 months.

We reported urinary symptoms in 86% of patients. Prostatitis has been shown to be systematically associated with Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms (LUTS) and 19% of patients with LUTS have chronic prostatitis [11]. According to Delaviere, et al. [12] Voiding disorders associate pollakiuria and urgenturia. Dysuria is rarer. However, we should be careful when interpreting LUTSs because they are not specific to prostatic disorders. In addition, the association with benign hypertrophy of the prostate, of a prostate cancer or of an interstitial cystitis is not uncommon. Several studies have demonstrated the relationship between prostatitis and Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BHP). Indeed the inflammation caused by the prostatic infection can lead to an increase in volume of the prostate. But also the bad bladder drainage that can result from prostatic hypertrophy is a risk factor for infection. Nickel, et al. [13] found that 5-20% of patients diagnosed with BPH had symptoms of prostatitis and more than one-third of

![Figure 1: Division of patients with a chronic prostatitis according to their age (N = 50).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urinary symptoms</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pains</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostatolnearthad</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erectile disorder</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejaculation disorder</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary infertility</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 1: Reason for consultation.](table)
patients with previous BPH diagnosis also had a history of prostatitis [13].

Prostatorchia was a frequent symptom in our series, observed in 30% of patients. These secretions are uncomfortable for certain patients, especially for Muslim patients. Prostatorchia is a symptom that we have not highlighted in the articles and studies we have used for our work. All the documents we consulted refer only to prostatic secretions after prostatic massage and not after urination. Eight patients had suspicious induration with rectal examination. These patients probably had a prostate biopsy. The induration of the prostate does not necessarily translate into a prostatitis but rather a possible association of a cancer of the prostate. Ojewola, et al. [14] found a cancer detection rate in patients with a single rectal rectal abnormality was 40.2% (39/97), while detection rates in those with a combination of two abnormalities and More than three anomalies were 83.7% and 100%, respectively.

In CP/CPPS, CBEU is often sterile [15,16]. The sperm culture is not a recommended examination for the diagnosis of CP/CPPS. It is useful only to differentiate between category IIIA and IIIB of the US-NIH classification. However, it was performed in 3 patients in our study, one patient who had primary infertility and two others who had prostatorchia. Indeed, the work of Nickel, et al. [17] did not show a significant difference in the prevalence of leukocyturia between patients with CP/CPPS and control subjects.

The effect of PC/SDPC on PSA rates remains uncertain. Nadler, et al. [18] showed that the PSA was significantly higher in patients with PC/CPPS but slightly and the sensitivity and specificity were too low to recommend PSA as a marker of PC/CPPS.

Ultrasound of the urinary tract as well as other imaging examinations is of no interest in the diagnosis of CP/CPPS but allow the elimination of certain differential diagnoses and the presence of ultrasound signs of a bladder fight. Shokes, et al. [19] showed that in 130 patients with CP/SDPC, prostatic calcifications were frequent and correlated with the age of symptoms, increased inflammation and bacterial colonization of the prostate.

Several means have been used to treat CP/CPPS but with little success. The treatment of CP/CPPS has traditionally been based on the concept of “prostatitis” and therefore, focused on infection and inflammation of the prostate. This is why antibiotics and anti-inflammatory agents have always been used. Antibiotic therapy remains a reference treatment for CP/CPPS despite uncertainties about infectious origin of this pathology and the lack of evidence of efficacy. Its use is certainly due to the possible association with authentic bacterial prostatitis or to the fact that the CP/CPPS can be the evolution of a bacterial prostatitis. In the same vein, alpha-blockers, inhibitors of 5-alpha reductase and phyotherapy were used because of the often associated prostatic hypertrophy [20]. Nickel, et al. [21] found a response rate to fluoroquinolones (Levofloxacin and Ciprofloxacin) of 75% in patients who had CP/CPPS less than 4 weeks and who had not had antibiotic therapy before. Therapeutic trials have shown that alpha-blockers give modest results when administered to patients with less than four weeks of untreated CP/CPPS [22-24].

Mo, et al. [25] showed that the combination of an alpha-blocker with an antibiotic gave better results. The antibiotic, anti-inflammatory and alpha-blocking combination was used in most of our patients (86%) and globally cure was achieved in one third of the patients.

Thirteen patients underwent surgical treatment after no improvement in urinary symptoms after medical treatment.

The only large randomized multicenter study evaluating anti-inflammatory drugs (Rofecoxib 25 mg and 60 mg vs placebo) revealed that only high-dose Rofecoxib had given significant results [26]. Currently, Rofecoxib is no longer marketed.

According to the psychological theory, psychological stress is frequent during the CP/CPPS and could be involved in the occurrence of the symptoms or their perception [27]. That’s why anxiolytics are included in the treatment of CP/CPPS.

Other therapeutic means have been used to cope with CP/CPPS. These include herbal medicines based on serenoa repens [28], tricyclic antidepressants and some opioid derivatives to treat pain [29], muscle relaxants and acupuncture [30].

CONCLUSION

CP/CPPS is an uncommon condition in our practice. The diagnosis is relatively easy; the management remains difficult sometimes requiring a long and disappointing management in several patients. A better understanding of the etiopathogenesis of CP/CPPS may help improve treatment outcomes.
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